Intentions To Travel
What they are and why they are important.

What is an ITT?
An ITT is an Intention to Travel.
This is the first step of attending an international tour. the This is a mandatory part
of the eligibility criteria for any athlete or official wanting to travel on a NZ tour. It
enables the Technical Committee and GNZ to start planning Tour logistics.
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Athletes and
officials
complete ITT;
and
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Qualification
criteria:
Eligibility must
be met; and
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Qualification
criteria:
Performance
criteria must be
met; and
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Qualification
criteria: Overriding objective
must be
satisfied.

Qualified
athletes are
eligible for
nomination and
consideration
for selection.

Qualification Process

What am I signing?
By submitting an ITT you are:

• Committing yourself to traveling on the tour, should
you be selected
• Agreeing that should you withdraw from the tour after
the withdrawal date or nomination date, you could be
liable for a withdrawal fee and potential stand down
from NZ tours
• Agreeing to the indicative budget provided in the ITT

• Agreeing to all terms as laid out in the Tours Manual
• Agreeing to abide by Gymnastics NZ policies and
regulations
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IMPORTANT
If your commitments or circumstances change between submitting an ITT and team
selection then you can withdraw without a fee or penalty.

Withdrawing after the selection could incur a withdrawal fee or penalties as per the
International Tours Manual.

Why is it necessary?
An ITT enables us to:
1. Plan tours and logistics in a
timely manner.
2. Set financial expectations
up front for both
athletes/parents and
Gymnastics NZ.

3. Create a transparent and
efficient tours booking
system.

How ITTs are used
If there is not enough interest
in the tour it may not go
ahead.

We will look to see if we can
do some preliminary group
bookings for accommodation
and / or flights.

ITT

The TCs are aware of who is
wanting to travel and can
track results at key events
accordingly.

The TCs can decide if there
are enough people to enter
team events or not.

GNZ can submit provisional
entries

Nomination
(Performance
events)

Selection

More Information
Please contact the Technical Committee Performance
Advisor or the GNZ Performance Advisor

gnzoffice@gymnasticsnz.com

